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Course Description: Honors Computer Science 
 

Honors Computer Science is a full-year programming course using the Java language. Java is an object-oriented programming language 
developed by Sun Microsystems. The course also teaches students how to use the JAVATM language's object -oriented technologies to solve problems. 
Students will learn how to create classes, objects, and applications using the language. 
 

All computer science courses in the Pascack Valley Regional High School District are designed to address multiple learning styles and needs, 
and accommodations are made for students with disabilities and English language learners. Honors Computer Science builds on concepts learned and 
skills developed in Computer Science Principles, while also spiraling in those concepts and skills to reinforce and strengthen students’ knowledge of 
computer science. Additionally, Honors Computer Science anticipates higher-level computer science concepts and skills that will be learned in AP 
Computer Science A and beyond, and enrichment opportunities are provided to challenge students and engage them in rich, interesting tasks. 
Technology is an essential part of this course, and various technologies and applications are technology are integrated throughout the curriculum.  
 

The Pascack Valley Regional High School Computer Science Department integrates 21st century life and career skills across its courses, with 
the dual goal of informing students about careers and fields of study that use computer science, and helping students improve the computational 
thinking skills they will need in those careers and fields of study. Computer Science courses address the Career Ready Practices, with a particular 
emphasis on applying appropriate academic and technical skills (CRP2), communicating clearly and effectively and with reason (CRP4), 
demonstrating creativity and innovation (CRP6), utilizing critical thinking to make sense of problems and persevere in solving them (CRP8), and 
using technology to enhance productivity (CRP11). Similarly, the Computer Science department seeks to support students by providing them with 
opportunities to use computational thinking in interdisciplinary contexts, in contexts that are meaningful to students, and in contexts that attend to the 
contributions and perspectives of historically marginalized groups. Specifically, computer science courses will look to incorporate, when appropriate, 
contributions and experiences of people from the LGBTQ+ community and individuals with disabilities, and references to issues of social and 
cultural relevance, including climate change. 
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Prerequisites:  
Students taking this course are required to have taken math at least at the Algebra-II level.    
 
Goals:  
This Honors Computer Science course is intended to contribute to the following goals: Students will be introduced to:  
 

1. The history of computers and programming languages. 
2. A conceptual foundation of object-oriented programming and software development. 
3. Java programming basics and the process of editing, compiling, and running a program. 
4. Variables, constants, and expressions for manipulating numerical data in Java programs. 
5. Defining and implementing instantiable classes. 
6. The selection statements ‘if’ and ‘switch’. 
7. The repetition statements while, do-while, and for. 
8. Non-numerical data types:  characters and Strings. 
9. Arrays and ArrayLists of primitive data types and objects. 
 
 
 

 
 

Text: 
Cay Horstmann.  Java Concepts. John Wiley & Sons, Inc,  2005. 

 
Supplemental Material: 
 
Software 
 

Eclipse SDK, Version: 3.2.2, Apache Software Foundation 
 

Teacher Resources: 
● Each year, all math teachers collaborate and share appropriate web-activities that align with specific goals, objectives and 

sub-topics of each high school math course. These lists are updated regularly and are available online for access by district 
teachers for use with their students.  
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Student Resources: 
● Each teacher’s Web site has a page for each course. These contain both online sites and links to hardcopy resources specific 

to each course. More generic sites are also linked so students can easily access online tutorials, self-check quizzes, 
problem-based tasks, games, puzzles, multi-media presentations, interactive investigations, podcasts, blogs, listservs, 
Webquests, etc.  

 
● There is a Data-Exchange drive on a district server with an input/output arrangement; teachers save documents here for 

student use; students can access these documents and submit documents to their teacher. Students cannot access another 
student’s document.  

 
● The Math Department Website has resources about standardized tests (such as the HSPA, SAT, NJ End-of-Course Tests), 

State Core-Curriculum Content Standards for all levels of high school mathematics, and other education-related sites that are 
helpful to students, parents and teachers. 

 
● The District’s Web site is  http://www.pascack.org if you then select a [school], [Pascack Valley] or [Pascack Hills], then select 

[Department], then [Mathematics] you will be at the Math Department Website and can then link to any math teacher’s 
homepage. 

 
 
 
Cross-Content Workplace Readiness Standards and Progress Indicators: 
  
 
Standards:  
 
1. All students will develop career planning and workplace readiness skills  
Progress indicators; all students will be able to:   

1.3 Identify personal interests, abilities, and skills. 
1.6 Select a career major and appropriate accompanying courses.  
 
 

http://www.pascack.k12.nj.us/
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2. All students will use information, technology and other tools  
Progress indicators; all students will be able to:  

2.1 Understand how technological systems functions 
2.2 Select appropriate tools and technology for specific activities 
2.4 Develop, search, and manipulate databases. 
2.7 Use technology and other tools to solve problems, collect data, and make decisions.  
 
 

3. All students will use critical thinking, decision-making and problem solving skills  
Progress indicators; all students will be able to:  

3.1  Recognize and define a problem, or clarify decisions to be made. 
3.2 Use models, relationships, and observations to clarify problems and potential solutions. 
3.8 Organize, synthesize, and evaluate information for appropriateness and completeness. 
3.11 Identify and evaluate the validity of alternative solutions. 
3.13 Select and apply appropriate solutions to problem-solving and decision-making situations. 
3.14 Evaluate the effectiveness of various solutions. 
3.15 Apply problem-solving  kills to original and creative/design projects.  
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SUBJECT:     Honors Computer Science 
 

OBJECTIVES ACTIVITIES & EXPERIENCES EVALUATION 

K-12 Computer 
Science 
Standards/ 
NJSLS 

 
By the end of this course, students 
will be able to:  

o Briefly state a history of 
computers.  

o Name and describe four 
major components of the 
computer. 

o Convert binary numbers to 
decimal numbers and vice 
versa.  

o State the difference between 
the low-level and high-level 
programming languages.  

o Name the basic components 
of object-oriented 
programming.  

o Differentiate classes and 
objects.  

o Differentiate class and 
instance methods.  

o Differentiate class and 
instance data values.  

o Draw object diagrams using 
icons for classes, objects, 

 
This is a hands-on 
computer-programming course. 
 
This is really a problem-solving 
course. Students will have 
experiences where they work alone, in 
pairs or in small groups to solve some 
rather complex true-to-life problems. 
 
The basic concepts and programming 
skills needed will be introduced by the 
teacher, but the student(s) must reach 
the solutions (aka the program) 
themselves. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

The following evaluation procedures 
will be employed to determine student 
performance.  
Students will be evaluated via 
quizzes, tests, homework, and 
programming assignments using a 
total point basis to determine each 
quarter average. The course will 
conclude with an extensive final 
project.  
 
 Students will be evaluated using 
the following point values:  

▪ Quizzes    40 - 60 pts.  
▪ Tests        70 - 100 pts.   
▪ Programming Assignments 

Point values will be 
determined  throughout the 
quarter.        (10 - 100 pts.)  

▪ Homework    Total points will 
be determined at the end of 
each quarter. 

The following point system will be 
applied: 
      a.  On-time assignments = 2 pts. 

b. 1 Day Late = 1 pt. 
c. Over a day late = 0 pts.  

The following situations will lead to 
point deductions:  
Improper internet usage will not be 
tolerated and will result in a 5-point 

1. Fostering an 
inclusive Computing 
Culture 
2. Collaborating around 
Computing 
3. Recognizing and 
Defining Computational 
Problems 
4. Developing and 
Using Abstractions 
5. Creating 
Computational Artifacts 
6. Testing and Refining 
Computational Artifacts 
7. Communicating 
about Computing 
 
MP1. Make sense of 
problems and 
persevere in solving 
them 
MP2. Construct viable 
arguments and 
critique the reasoning 
of others 
MP3. Reason 
abstractly and 
quantitatively 
MP4. Model with 
mathematics 
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and other components of 
object-oriented programming 
using inspiration software.  

o Name and explain the stages 
of the software life cycle. 

o Identify the basic 
components of Java 
programs.  

o Distinguish two types of Java 
programs - applications and 
applets.  

o Write simple Java 
applications and applets.  

o Describe the difference 
between object declaration 
and object creation.  

o Describe the process of 
creating and running Java 
programs.  

o Use the Graphics class from 
the standard Java package.  

o Select proper types for 
numerical data. 

o Write arithmetic expressions 
in Java.  

o Evaluate arithmetic 
expressions using the 
precedence rules. 

o Describe how the memory 
allocation works for objects 
and primitive data values.  

Course outline: 
 
 0. Introduction to Computers and 
Programming Languages 

● A History of Computers 
● Computer Architecture 
● Programming Languages 
● Java 
● Exercises  

 
1.  Introduction to Object-Oriented 
Programming and Software        
Development (2 weeks) 

● Classes and objects 
● Messages and Methods 
● Class and Instance Data 

Values 
● Inheritance 
● Software Engineering and 

Software Life Cycle 
● Having Fun with Java 
● Exercises 

 
2. Java Programming Basics (2 
weeks) 

● The first Java Application 
● Program Components 
● Edit-Compile-Run Cycle 

 
3.  Numerical Data (4 weeks) 

● Variables 
● Arithmetic Expressions 
● Constants 

deduction off your final quarter 
average, per infraction (violation).    

Program assignments are 
expected to be turned in on 
time.  A late program will 
result in a 5-point deduction 
for each day beyond the due 
date. 
 

The following evaluation procedures 
will be employed to determine student 
performance.  
Students will be evaluated via 
quizzes, tests, homework, and 
programming assignments using a 
total point basis to determine each 
quarter average. The course will 
conclude with an extensive final 
project.  
 
 Students will be evaluated using 
the following point values:  

▪ Quizzes    40 - 60 pts.  
▪ Tests        70 - 100 pts.   
▪ Programming Assignments 

Point values will be 
determined  throughout the 
quarter.        (10 - 100 pts.)  

▪ Homework    Total points will 
be determined at the end of 
each quarter. 

 
The following point system will be 
applied: 
      a.  On-time assignments = 2 pts. 

b. Day Late = 1 pt. 
d. Over a day late = 0 pts.  
 

The following situations will lead to 
point deductions:  

MP5. Attend to 
precision 
MP6. Use appropriate 
tools strategically 
MP7. Look for and 
make use of structure 
MP8. Look for and 
express regularity in 
repeated reasoning 
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o Write mathematical 
expressions using methods 
in the Math class. 

o Apply the incremental 
development technique in 
writing programs.  

o Define an instantiable class 
with multiple methods and a 
constructor.  

o Differentiate the local and 
instance variables.  

o Define and use 
value-returning methods.  

o Distinguish private and public 
methods.  

o Distinguish private and public 
data members.  

o Describe how the arguments 
are passed to the parameters 
in method definitions.  

o Use System.out for 
temporary output to verify the 
program code.  

o Define an applet with multiple 
methods.  

o Incorporate a simple 
event-handling routine to an 
applet to process input.  

o Use the reserved word this in 
your programs.  

o Run applets without using an 
applet viewer or browser.  

● The Math Class 
 
4.  Defining Instantiable Classes (4 
weeks) 

● Defining Instantiable Classes 
● Instantiable Classes and 

Constructors 
● Visibility Modifiers: public and 

private 
● Local Variables, Return Values, 

and Parameter passing 
● Loan Calculator Program with 

Instantiable Class 
● Exercises 

 
5.  Processing Input with Applets (4 
weeks) 

● Placing GUI objects on Applets 
● Adding ActionListener to an 

Event Source 
● Absolute Positioning of GUI 

Objects 
● The Button Class 
● Converting text to a numerical 

Value 
● Sample Program: Finding Body 

Mass Index (BMI) 
 

6. Selection Statements (4 weeks) 
● The if statement 
● Boolean Expressions and 

variables 
● Nested-if statements 

Improper internet usage will not be 
tolerated and will result in a 5-point 
deduction off your final quarter 
average, per infraction (violation).    

 
Program assignments are expected to 
be turned in on time.  A late program 
will result in a 5-point deduction for 
each day beyond the due date. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The following evaluation procedures 
will be employed to determine student 
performance.  
Students will be evaluated via 
quizzes, tests, homework, and 
programming assignments using a 
total point basis to determine each 
quarter average. The course will 
conclude with an extensive final 
project.  
 
 Students will be evaluated using 
the following point values:  

▪ Quizzes    40 - 60 pts.  
▪ Tests        70 - 100 pts.   
▪ Programming Assignments 

Point values will be 
determined  throughout the 
quarter.        (10 - 100 pts.)  

▪ Homework    Total points will 
be determined at the end of 
each quarter. 
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o Implement selection control 
in a program using if 
statements.  

o Implement selection control 
in a program using switch 
statements.  

o Write boolean expressions 
using relational and boolean 
operators.  

o Evaluate given boolean 
expressions correctly.  

o Nest an if statement inside 
another if statement's then or 
else part correctly.  

o Choose the appropriate 
selection control statement 
for a given task.  

o Implement repetition control 
in a program using while 
statements.  

o Implement repetition control 
in a program using do-while 
statements.  

o Implement repetition control 
in a program using for 
statements.  

o Nest a loop repetition 
statement inside another 
repetition statement.  

o Choose the appropriate 
repetition control statement 
for a given task.  

● ListBox 
● 6.5 The switch statement 
● 6.6 Sample Program: Drawing 

Shapes 
6.7 Exercises 

 
7.  Repetition Statements (4 weeks) 

7.1 The while statement 
7.2 Pitfalls in Writing Repetition 
Statements 
7.3 The do-while Statement 
7.4 ResponseBox 
7.5 The for statement 
7.6 Nested-for statement 
7.7 The Format class 
7.8 Loan Tables 
7.9 Sample Program:  Hi-Lo 
Game 
7.10 Recursive methods 
(optional) 
7.11 Exercises 
 
 

8. Characters and Strings (4 weeks) 
8.1 Characters 
8.2 Strings 
8.3 Primitive verses Reference 
Types 
8.4 StringBuffer 
8.5 Passing Objects as 
Parameters 
8.6 Returning an Object from 
Methods 

The following point system will be 
applied: 
      a.  On-time assignments = 2 pts. 

b. 1 Day Late = 1 pt. 
c. Over a day late = 0 pts.  
 

The following situations will lead to 
point deductions:  
Improper internet usage will not be 
tolerated and will result in a 5-point 
deduction off your final quarter 
average, per infraction (violation).   
  
Program assignments are expected to 
be turned in on time.  A late program 
will result in a 5-point deduction for 
each day beyond the due date. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The following evaluation procedures 
will be employed to determine student 
performance.  
Students will be evaluated via 
quizzes, tests, homework, and 
programming assignments using a 
total point basis to determine each 
quarter average. The course will 
conclude with an extensive final 
project.  
 
 Students will be evaluated using 
the following point values:  

▪ Quizzes    40 - 60 pts.  
▪ Tests        70 - 100 pts.   
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o Declare and manipulate data 
of the char data type.  

o Write string processing 
programs using String and 
StringBuffer objects.  

o Differentiate the String and 
StringBuffer classes and use 
the correct class in solving a 
given task.  

o Distinguish the primitive and 
reference data types and 
show how the memory 
allocation between the two is 
different.  

o Tell the difference between 
equality and equivalence 
testings for String objects.  

o Show, by using the 
state-of-memory diagrams, 
how objects are passed to 
methods and returned from 
methods.  

o Manipulate a collection of 
data values using an array.  

o Declare and use an array of 
primitive data types in writing 
a program.  

o Declare and use an array of 
objects in writing a program.  

o Describe how a 
two-dimensional array is 
implemented as an array of 
arrays.  

8.7 Sample Program : Word 
Play 
8.8 Exercises 
 

9. Arrays (4 weeks) 
9.1 Array Basics 
9.2 Array of Objects 
9.3 Passing Arrays to Methods 
9.4 MultInputBox 
9.5 Self-Referencing Pointer 
9.6 Sample Development: The 
Address Book 
9.7 Two-Dimensional Arrays 
9.8 Vectors 
9.9 Exercises 

 
10.  Sorting and Searching (2 
weeks) 

● Searching 
● Sorting 
● Sample Program:  Sorting an 

AddressBook 
● Exercises  

 

▪ Programming Assignments 
Point values will be 
determined  throughout the 
quarter.        (10 - 100 pts.)  

▪ Homework    Total points will 
be determined at the end of 
each quarter. 

 
The following point system will be 
applied: 
      a.  On-time assignments = 2 pts. 

b. 1 Day Late = 1 pt. 
c. Over a day late = 0 pts.  
 

The following situations will lead to 
point deductions:  
Improper internet usage will not be 
tolerated and will result in a 5-point 
deduction off your final quarter 
average, per infraction (violation).   
  
Program assignments are expected to 
be turned in on time.  A late program 
will result in a 5-point deduction for 
each day beyond the due date. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The following evaluation procedures 
will be employed to determine student 
performance.  
Students will be evaluated via 
quizzes, tests, homework, and 
programming assignments using a 
total point basis to determine each 
quarter average. The course will 
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o Manipulate a collection of 
objects using a vector.  

o Define a method that accepts 
an array as its parameter and 
a method that returns an 
array.  

o Perform linear and binary 
search algorithms on small 
arrays.  

o Determine whether a linear 
or binary search is more 
effective for a given situation.  

o Perform selection and bubble 
sort algorithms.  

o Describe the heapsort 
algorithm and show how its 
performance is superior to 
the other two algorithms.  

o Apply basic sorting 
algorithms to sort an array of 
objects.  

 

conclude with an extensive final 
project.  
 
 Students will be evaluated using 
the following point values:  

▪ Quizzes    40 - 60 pts.  
▪ Tests        70 - 100 pts.   
▪ Programming Assignments 

Point values will be 
determined  throughout the 
quarter.        (10 - 100 pts.)  

▪ Homework    Total points will 
be determined at the end of 
each quarter. 

 
The following point system will be 
applied: 
      a.  On-time assignments = 2 pts. 

b. 1 Day Late = 1 pt. 
c. Over a day late = 0 pts.  
 

The following situations will lead to 
point deductions:  
Improper internet usage will not be 
tolerated and will result in a 5-point 
deduction off your final quarter 
average, per infraction (violation).   
  
Program assignments are expected to 
be turned in on time.  A late program 
will result in a 5-point deduction for 
each day beyond the due date. 

 


